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Abstract: In the field of intelligent transportation systems, pedestrian detection has become a problem
that is urgently in need of a solution. Effective pedestrian detection reduces accidents and protects
pedestrians from injuries. A pedestrian-detection algorithm, namely, single template matching with
kernel density estimation clustering (STM-KDE), is proposed in this paper. First, the KDE-based
clustering method is utilized to extract candidate pedestrians in point clouds. Next, the coordinates
of the point clouds are transformed into the pedestrians’ local coordinate system and projection
images are generated. Locally adaptive regression kernel features are extracted from the projection
image and matched with the template features by using cosine similarity, based on which pedestrians
are distinguished from other columnar objects. Finally, comparative experiments using KITTI
datasets are conducted to verify pedestrian-detection performance. Compared with the STM with
radially bounded nearest neighbor (STM-RBNN) algorithm and the KDE-based pedestrian-detection
algorithm, the proposed algorithm can segment gathering pedestrians and distinguish them from
other columnar objects in real scenarios.
Keywords: Lidar; pedestrian detection; point clouds; template matching

1. Introduction
With the development of intelligent transportation systems, environmental perception is becoming
increasingly significant in the fields of advanced driver assistance systems (ADAS) and autonomous
vehicles [1]. Considering that there is a large number of traffic accidents every year, pedestrian detection
has become an urgent challenge in need of a solution. Pedestrians are vulnerable in traffic. Millions of
people in the world are killed or injured by traffic accidents every year (https://www.who.int/
violence_injury_prevention/road_safety_status/2015/zh/). To some extent, effective pedestrian
detection would reduce traffic accidents to protect pedestrians from vehicle injuries. Meanwhile,
detecting the position and movement of a pedestrian has a great effect on the motion planning of
autonomous vehicles.
There are dynamic and stationary pedestrians on road scenarios, in which their motion and
position are random. Compared with vehicles, pedestrian profile sizes are smaller. In addition,
pedestrians in these scenarios often gather together, which makes it difficult to accurately segment
them. All these factors make pedestrian detection difficult.
In the field of pedestrian detection, the camera is one of the most commonly used sensors. It has
the closest structure to that of human eyes and can directly reflect the world how humans perceive
it. In optical images, it is easy to obtain color, texture and contour features of targets. These features,
combined with learning methods, can classify objects in road scenarios. Dalal proposed the histogram
of oriented gradient (HOG) feature for pedestrian detection [2]. HOG is insensitive to light and
shadows, which widely interests researchers [3]. Scale-invariant feature transform (SIFT) and Haar-like
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features are also commonly used in pedestrian detection [4,5]. For autonomous vehicles, determining
the position of pedestrians is significant to designate driving strategies. However, it is difficult to
obtain accurate pedestrian-position information with monocular images.
A Lidar sensor can obtain the contour, position and distance information of objects, which makes
it an excellent sensor in 3D environment perception [6,7]. Generally, pedestrian-detection methods
with Lidar can be divided into three categories: training-based methods, foreground and background
segmentation methods and kernel density estimation (KDE)-based methods.
1.1. Training-Based Methods
Features play an important role in training-based methods. A pedestrian classification system
with three features, including the total number of points in a cluster, distance to the Lidar
and spatial distribution direction of clustered points, was utilized in Reference [8]. The backpropagate
autoencoder-artificial neural network was trained for the classification. An AdaBoost classifier,
combined with a radius feature, a convexity feature, a local minimum feature and a robust compactness
feature were utilized to detect pedestrians in Reference [9]. Fifteen unique features of Lidar point
clouds, such as the number of points, the normalized Cartesian dimension and the central moment,
were used to detect pedestrians in urban scenarios [10]. The segmentation method in Reference [11]
was used for point-cloud segmentation in Reference [12]. Thirty-one features and a radial basis
fuction additive kernel support vector machine (SVM) were also used for pedestrian detection.
Three-dimensional features from point clouds and two-dimensional features from projection images
were extracted to classify pedestrians with a radial basis function kernel SVM [13]. In order to detect
pedestrians in a long-range area with sparse point clouds, radial basis function-based interpolation
was implemented to robustly extract features and SVMs are applied to learn the classifiers [14].
In general, training-based methods perform well in pedestrian detection with a large number of
training data but complex and changeable real scenarios make it difficult to obtain sufficient negative
training samples, which limit the performance of these methods.
1.2. Foreground and Background Segmentation Methods
In addition to directly extracting pedestrians from scenarios, there is also a kind of method
based on the foreground and background segmentation of point clouds. “Background” refers to fixed
ground, buildings, trees and stationary pedestrians and vehicles. “Foreground” refers to moving
objects such as cyclists and moving pedestrians and vehicles. Fixed sensors are required in these
methods, which are common in monitoring scenarios or when the vehicle is stationary at the roadside
or an intersection. A visual monitoring system that passively observes moving objects was proposed
in Reference [15]. Over time, the pixel values of the particular pixel in the background obey adaptive
Gaussian distribution. With illumination changing, the background pixel values obey the adaptive
mixture of Gaussians. After the background model is constructed, pixel values that do not satisfy the
distribution of the background pixel values are regarded as moving foreground pixels and foreground
targets are obtained by morpholological processing. A similar segmentation method was applied in
Lidar monitoring scenarios [16] and a point-cloud foreground detection method based on the dynamic
Markov model was proposed to detect moving pedestrians.
Although this kind of method can adaptively detect background and foreground pixels, it has
some drawbacks. First, the utilized sensors in this method should be fixed in the scenarios in order to
segment foreground and background. If the sensors have movements, the background information
is changed, which makes it difficult to collect a large number of data to establish the background
model. Second, this method needs to accumulate the pixel values in each pixel, which demands much
computation and many computing resources.
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1.3. KDE-Based Method
In the field of pedestrian detection with Lidar, single-line Lidar has been applied to perceive the
environment earlier. In Reference [17], four single-line Lidars were constructed in the scenarios whose
height was set to sixteen centimeters in order to detect the legs of pedestrians with KDE. With the
development of Lidar sensors, 2.5D and 3D Lidar have attracted increasing attention. In Reference [18],
a fusion method based on KDE was proposed for pedestrian detection. The geometric features of
pedestrians and the returned layer numbers are applied to determine their positions.
The KDE-based method can effectively detect upright pedestrians in a scenario but it is difficult
for it to accurately distinguish columnar objects with similar sizes to pedestrians, such as mailboxes
and guideboards.
The main objective of the paper is to propose a pedestrian detection system using Lidar point
clouds with the ability to detect gathering pedestrians and avoid the training process of a large
number of data, thereby improving the ability of the intelligent transportation system in environmental
perception. In this work, our contributions are demonstrated by the detection system named single
template matching with kernel density estimation clustering (STM-KDE). Compared with the existing
methods, STM-KDE can well segment the gathering pedestrians with the KDE-based clustering,
which ignores the problem that the point clouds are distributed uneven but only focuses on the
accumulation of the point clouds at the object’s upright position. Meanwhile, the system does not
need a large amount of data for model training and only a single pedestrian template is needed for
detecting pedestrians in the scenarios. In the end, the qualitative and quantitative experiments validate
the performance of the proposed detection system. In the range of 15 m, by considering the detection
results and the false alarms, the F1 score of STM-KDE exceeds the comparative methods by 4% and
19%, respectively. Meanwhile, the proposed detection method does not improve the computational
complexity on the basis of improving the detection efficiency compared with existing method.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, the implementation process
of the proposed STM-KDE detection system is depicted. The experiments are shown in Section 3,
in which two KITTI datasets are employed. Finally, concluding remarks and the contributions are
given in Section 4.
2. Materials and Methods
With the influence of environmental interference and measurement noise, it is difficult to
distinguish pedestrians from objects with similar shapes. In addition, pedestrians in road scenarios
often appear in groups. The segmentation performance of point clouds is poor within a short distance.
In order to solve these problems, a pedestrian-detection method based on STM-KDE is proposed.
The method uses one template to match objects in scenarios and detect pedestrians. It should be noted
that pedestrian detection in this paper includes pedestrians and cyclists, because the state of people
while cycling is similar to that of walking and, compared with the human body, the number of point
clouds scanned by Lidar on the bicycle is smaller, which can be ignored. The detection flowchart is
shown in Figure 1.
As shown in Figure 1, there are three main processes in the proposed detection algorithm.
1.
2.
3.

Point-cloud preprocessing. This process includes ground segmentation and grid filtering, which is
mainly utilized to reduce the number of point clouds and improve the efficiency of the algorithm.
Pedestrian clustering based on KDE, which is employed to extract candidate pedestrians from
point clouds with size limitation.
Template matching. Three-dimensional point clouds are projected onto the 2D plane, from which
contour features are extracted. Cosine Similarity between the features of the template and the
projection image is calculated for pedestrian detection.
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Figure 1. Flowchart of pedestrian detection.

2.1. Preprocessing
In the field of autonomous vehicles, Velodyne HDL-64E [19,20] is a commonly used Lidar with
64 laser emitters and 64 receivers, which is equivalent to using 64 laser lines to scan the environment.
Every second, Velodyne HDL-64E receives millions of point clouds, half of which are returned from the
ground. Ground point clouds not only increase computation but also interfere with target detection.
The purpose of point-cloud preprocessing is to reduce the point clouds to be processed and improve
the efficiency of the subsequent detection. In this paper, preprocessing mainly consists of two processes:
ground segmentation and grid filtering. In general, ground modeling is utilized to segment point
clouds into ground points and nonground points [19,21–23]. Grid filtering [20] filters outliers and tall
structural objects that are obviously nonhuman beings. Grid filtering is implemented according to the
height information of point clouds that fall into the same grid. The detailed process is as follows.
First, nonground point clouds are projected onto a grid mapnthat is evenly
o divided along the x
ij

ij

and y directions. The points in grid cell (i, j) are expressed as Pij = p1 , ..., pλ , where λ is the number
of point clouds in grid cell (i, j). The maximum height, minimum height and mean height of the points
in grid (i, j) are denoted as zijmax , zijmin and zijmean , respectively. Next, the point clouds are filtered by the
following criteria.
1.

2.

3.

Generally, points that are returned by a human are dense. If the point number contained
in a grid cell is smaller than a preset value, these points may come from the measurement
noise, mis-segmented ground points and other interference objects. Therefore, these points are
filtered out.
If the height difference of the point clouds in a grid cell that can be calculated with zijmax and zijmin
is small and the average height zijmean of the point clouds is small, these points may come from
roads or low obstacles and are filtered out.
If the height difference of the point clouds in a grid cell is large or the maximum height zijmax is
big, these points are likely to come from tall buildings and are therefore filtered out.

2.2. Clustering Based on KDE
Before detecting, it is necessary to determine the detection region of interest. Sliding windows
in point clouds is a useful way to extract objects in training-based pedestrian-detection methods [24].
However, searching with sliding windows in whole point clouds results in a large amount of
computation. The distance relationship between point clouds can also be utilized to perform 3D
clustering [25,26]. The purpose of clustering is to segment point clouds based on their characteristics.
For example, in Reference [25], a radially bounded nearest neighbor (RBNN) algorithm is proposed to
cluster the point clouds. RBNN is easy to implement and segments point clouds based on their
relative spatial position. However, RBNN uses a fixed spherical radius to search for neighbor
points. For adjacent objects, such as multiple pedestrians gathering together, its segmentation
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performance is poor. Undersegmentation occurs and makes multiple pedestrians group into one
segmentation. To solve the above problems, a clustering method based on KDE is proposed to extract
candidate pedestrians.
2.2.1. Hierarchical Segmentation
Hierarchical segmentation uses scanning breakpoints in each layer to segment the point clouds.
The distance between adjacent points pi−1 and pi is compared with the threshold in Equation (1).
ηseg =ε × r × sin(α)

(1)

where ε is a constant, r denotes the distance between the point and Lidar and α expresses the horizontal
scanning angular resolution of the Lidar. If the distance between pi−1 and pi is smaller than ηseg ,
points pi−1 and pi belong to the same segment. On the contrary, they are used as the end point and
start point of two segments. Subsequently, the above process is implemented on adjacent points pi
and pi+1 . After comparing the distances in the scanning layer in order, the hierarchical-segmentation
results of all scanning layers C are obtained.
Next, geometric conditions are utilized to extract the candidate pedestrian segment. As shown in
Equation (2), lCi and wCi represent the length and width of the segment, respectively. η ped expresses
the pedestrian-size that is applied to extract the candidate pedestrian segmentation in single layer.
C p = {Ci |lCi ≤ η ped , wCi ≤ η ped , Ci ∈ C}

(2)

The clustering process is shown in Algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1 Hierarchical segmentation.
Input: P = (p1 , p2 , ..., pκ ) T , ε, α, η ped ;
1:

C = ∅, C p = ∅, idxstart = 1;

2:

for i = 2, ..., κ do

3:

disi = pi − pi−1 ;

4:

i = ε · kp k · sin( α );
ηseg
i

5:

i then
if disi > ηseg

6:

Cs = {px | x = idxstart , ..., i − 1};

7:

C = C ∪ Cs ;

8:

idxstart = i;

9:

end if

10:

end for

11:

Cs = {px | x = idxstart , ..., κ };

12:

C = C ∪ Cs ;

13:

for Ci ∈ C do

14:
15:
16:
17:

if lCi < η ped and wCi < η ped then
C p = C p ∪ Ci ;
end if
end for

Output: A set of candidate pedestrian clusters C p in each scanning layer
2.2.2. Multilayer Fusion
Generally, pedestrians in road scenarios remain upright. The body of the pedestrian returns
multiple scanning layers. The accumulation of scanning points at the position of pedestrians is larger
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than at the position of noise and other environmental objects. Therefore, KDE is utilized to calculate
accumulation probability. In each scanning layer, Gaussian distribution is established in geometric
center c p = ( x p , y p ) of candidate pedestrian cluster C p . Clusters in multiple scanning layers are fused
to determine whether C p is a disturbance in a single scanning layer or a columnar object that exists at
a similar position in each scanning layer. The probability function is
p (c) =

1
Ns

n

∑

ϕ (c − c p , w )

(3)

p =1
lN

Ns =

∑ Np

(4)

p =1

(
Np =

1,
0,

i f 0 < hlidar + r × tan(φ p ) < h ped
else

(5)

where c = ( x, y) denotes the coordinates of the points in the x − y plane, n denotes the number
of clusters in C p , w is the window length that depends on pedestrian size and Ns can be regarded
as the theoretical number of scanning layers returned by a pedestrian. l N is the total number of
scanning layers. Φ = {φ1 , ..., φN } represents the pitch angle corresponding to each scanning layer.
h ped denotes the average pedestrian height. In Equation (3), ϕ(·) denotes the probability density
function of Gaussian distribution.
ϕ(c, w) =

1

(2π )d/2 wd |Σ|1/2

exp(−

c T Σ −1 c
)
2w2

(6)

where Σ is a covariance matrix and the identity matrix is utilized in this paper [17]. It is considered
that the coefficient in Equation (6) is a constant; the equation can be simplified to the following form.
p (c) =

1
Ns

n

∑ exp(−

i =1

( c − ci ) T ( c − ci )
)
2w2

(7)

After fusing multiple layers, a local extreme value appears at the position of upright pedestrians.
The mean shift algorithm in Reference [27] was utilized to extract the position of the local maxima.
It is assumed that the obtained positions of the m local maximum values are expressed by
P peak = {p1 , ..., pm }, pi = ( f pi , x pi , y pi ), where f pi is the probability of the ith extremum, whose position
is represented by ( x pi , y pi ). The positions of candidate pedestrians are selected from the positions of
probability values that are greater than
a preset threshold.
The positions of the selected γ maximum
n
o

extremums are denoted by P p = p1 , ..., peakγ . With the local maximum position as the center,
the point clouds of candidate pedestrian c ped are extracted according to the probable pedestrian size.
n
o
γ
All candidate pedestrian clusters are expressed as C ped = c1ped , ..., c ped .
2.3. Template Matching
2.3.1. Projection-Image Generation
For each candidate pedestrian cluster ciped in C ped , principal component analysis (PCA) [28] was
implemented to determine the main plane and local coordinate system. The plane determined by
eigenvectors corresponding to the two large eigenvalues is defined as the main plane of the pedestrian
point clouds. In these two eigenvectors, the eigenvector that has the smallest angle with vector (0, 0, 1)
is defined as the z0 axis and another is defined as the y0 axis. The eigenvector corresponding to the
smallest eigenvector is the x 0 axis. As shown in Figure 2, Oxyz is the Lidar coordinate system. O0 x 0 y0 z0
is the local coordinate system in which the pedestrian is located. O0 y0 z0 denotes the main plane of the
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pedestrian. Ox 0 y0 z0 is the coordinate system that has the same origin as Oxyz and each coordinate
axis of Ox 0 y0 z0 is parallel to coordinate system O0 x 0 y0 z0 . ( x, y, z), ( x 0 , y0 , z0 ) and ( x 00 , y00 , z00 ) represent
the coordinates in Oxyz, O0 x 0 y0 z0 and Ox 0 y0 z0 , respectively. The coordinate transformation from Lidar
coordinate system Oxyz to local coordinate system O0 x 0 y0 z0 is as follows [14].

x' z'
y'

z
y

O'

z'
x'

O'

y'

x

O

Figure 2. Pedestrian-detection coordinates. Oxyz, Lidar coordinate system; O0 x 0 y0 z0 , local coordinate system.



 
cos(ψox0 ,ox )
x 00
 00  
 y  =  cos(ψoy0 ,ox )
z00
cos(ψoz0 ,ox )


x0
 0 
 y 
z0



cos(ψox0 ,oy ) cos(ψox0 ,oz )
x


cos(ψoy0 ,oy ) cos(ψoy0 ,oz )   y 
z
cos(ψoz0 ,oy ) cos(ψoz0 ,oz )


x 00 − Ox0

 00
=  y − Oy0 
z00 − Oz0

(8)

(9)

where ψ denotes the angle between the two axes; and Ox0 , Oy0 and Oz0 represent the x, y and z coordinates
of point O0 , which is determined by the geometric center of the candidate pedestrian cluster.
After transforming the coordinates of clusters in the Lidar coordinate system to the local coordinate
system, the point clouds are projected onto the main plane. As shown in Figure 2, O0 y0 z0 is the main
plane, in which the grid is divided with a fixed length in the direction of the y0 and z0 axes. In each
grid, the minimum distance of the points to the main plane is regarded as the pixel value. If there are
no points in the grid, the pixel value is set to 0. Figure 3c is the projection result of point clouds in
Figure 3b.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 3. Projection-image generation. (a) Pedestrian optical image; (b) corresponding point clouds;
(c) projection image generated by projecting point clouds onto main plane; (d) result of morphological
processing on (c).

Since the Lidar discretely collects 3D points , the projection image obtained in Figure 3c is a discrete
range image. The discrete image is filled into a complete contour image by using morphological
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processing, such as morphological expansion and hole filling. Subsequent feature extraction and
template matching are implemented in the projection image like Figure 3d.
2.3.2. Feature Extraction
As shown in Figure 3d, the projection image of pedestrian point clouds shows a clear pedestrian
outline that can clearly distinguish the shape of the pedestrian’s head, waist, arms and legs by visual
observation. The features from the contour of objects can be extracted to build the template for
matching. The locally adaptive regression kernel (LARK) feature can estimate the contour of an object
by calculating the similarity of the current pixel with its surrounding pixels. It has achieved success in
the field of face detection [29,30]. The LARK feature of pixel x is calculated as follows.
K(xl − x, Σl ) =

p

det(Σl )
(xl − x ) T Σ l (xl − x )
exp
(−
), l = 1, ..., P2
2πh2
2h2

(10)

The local window is established with x as its center and P as the length of the window. There are
pixels in total in the local window. The pixel coordinates in the local window are denoted as
xl = ( x1 , x2 ) T , h denotes the smoothing parameter, Σl represents the covariance matrix calculated by
the spatial gradient vectors in a local window of x. The calculation of Σl is as follows [31].
P2



Σl = 

∑ g x1 ( x j ) g x1 ( x j )

x j ∈wl

∑ g x2 ( x j ) g x1 ( x j )

x j ∈wl

∑ gx1 (x j ) gx2 (x j )



∑ gx2 (x j ) gx2 (x j )




x j ∈wl

(11)

x j ∈wl

where wl represents the local window of xl . gx1 (·) and gx2 (·) are the first derivatives in the x and
y directions.
For each pixel in the projection image, Equations (10) and (11) are utilized to extract LARK features
2
Ki ∈ RP× P . Subsequently, the LARK feature is normalized as a column vector li ∈ RP ×1 . The LARK
vectors of all pixels constitute the LARK matrix of image
L = [l1 , ..., li , ..., l M ] ∈ RP

2×M

,

(12)

where M is the pixel number of the projection image.
2.3.3. Cosine Similarity
The angle between the two vectors can be used to describe the difference between them.
After LARK feature extraction, cosine similarity is utilized to characterize the matching degree between
the template feature matrix and the feature matrix of the candidate pedestrian. Cosine similarity is
widely used in many fields [32,33]. The cosine similarity of LARK matrices is defined as follows
M

ρ(Ltest , Ltemp ) =

(litest )T litemp

∑ kLtest k

i =1

F

Ltemp

,

(13)

F

where Ltest is the LARK feature matrix of the candidate pedestrian and Ltemp is the LARK feature
matrix of the template. M is the column number of the feature matrix, which is the number of pixels in
Equation (12). litest and litemp are the ith column vector of the corresponding kernel matrix, respectively.
k·k F denotes the Frobenius norm.
2.4. Pedestrian Detection
A pedestrian-detection algorithm based on STM-KDE is proposed in this paper. The algorithm
used only one template to detect pedestrians in the whole frame of point clouds without a large
number of training data. The algorithm process is shown in Algorithm 2.
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Algorithm 2 Pedestrian-detection method based on single template.
Input: Pw = (p1 , p2 , ..., pn ) T , ηc , ηdet , Ltemp ;
1:

Pa = GroundFilter(Pw );

2:

Pe = GridFilter(Pa );

3:

C ped = CandidatePedestrianExtract(Pe , ηc );

4:

for ciped ∈ C ped do

5:

Ii = RangeImage(ciped );

6:

Litest = LarkExtract(Ii );

7:

ρi = CosineSimilarity(Ltemp , Litest );

8:

if ρi > ηdet then

9:
10:
11:
12:
13:

ciped ∈ ped;
else
ciped ∈
/ ped;
end if
end for

Output: Pedestrians point clouds.
The inputs of the algorithm include: original point clouds Pw , the LARK feature matrix of
template Ltemp , threshold of clustering ηc and the threshold of template matching ηdet . The output is
the detected pedestrian point clouds. Before detection, a pedestrian cluster with a complete contour
is manually extracted from the point clouds to establish the template, which is projected onto the
main plane to construct the template projection image. The template matrix of LARK feature Ltemp
is extracted from the projection image. Then, ground segmentation and grid filtering in Lines 1 and
2 are implemented to filter out ground points and tall buildings. Next, the clustering method based
on KDE is utilized to obtain candidate pedestrian ciped , which is shown in Line 3. After coordinate
transforming and main-plane projection, the LARK feature matrix is extracted from the projection
image with morphological processing. Cosine similarity is calculated to detect pedestrians with preset
threshold ηdet .
2.5. Comparing with Existing Methods
There are three important distinctions between the proposed STM-KDE algorithm and existing
pedestrian-detection methods. First, while the KDE-based method in Reference [18] uses the KDE
process twice to fuse the information for pedestrian detection, the proposed algorithm only uses
KDE once to fuse the central information of the segmentation results in multiple scanning layers for
pedestrian clustering, which reduces the amount of computation in this process.
Second, the single template-matching method was first utilized for face detection in optical
images [29]. This paper applies this detection idea to pedestrian detection with point clouds
and proposes the novel STM-KDE detection method that avoids the need for a large number of
training data.
Third, compared with existing methods, the proposed algorithm solves the problem of
neighboring pedestrian detection with the combination of KDE clustering and LARK contour feature
matching, which avoids the problems caused by sliding-window processing or undersegmentation.
2.6. Computation Complexity
The complexity of the proposed STM-KDE detection method is analyzed in this section.
The detection method mainly includes two stages: the candidate pedestrian extraction and pedestrian
detection with single template.
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For candidate pedestrian detection, it is assumed that there are totally n point clouds and m
hierarchical segmentations with k point clouds in the scenario. The complexity of Hierarchical
segmentation is O(n). Since only center position is utilized to extract the candidate pedestrian,
the complexity of KDE-based segmentation is O(m), m < k < n.
For pedestrian detection with single template, since the LARK feature is extracted for each pixel,
therefore, the complexity of single template matching process is r × O(m) as r denotes the pixel number
of the projection image. By integrating the computation of the two processes, the total complexity of
the STM-KDE is O(n) + O(m) + r × O(m) = O(n).
While in Reference [18], there are two-stage of KDE process and the complexity of the first-stage
KDE process is the sum of O(n) and O(k ). The complexity of the second-stage KDE is O(c) with c is
the number of selected cluster center in each scanning layer, c < n. Therefore, the total complexity of
the KDE-based detection is O(n) + O(k) + O(c) = O(n).
In conclusion, the total complexities of the two methods have the same order of magnitude.
The proposed detection method does not improve the computational complexity comparing with
existing method.
3. Results
KITTI datasets [34] were used to verify the detection efficiency of the proposed STM-KDE
algorithm. The 0047 and 0016 datasets were used in the experiments. In the 0047 dataset, the vehicle
was driving in the campus and the Lidar was on a mobile platform. The optical image of the scenario
is shown in Figure 4a. The sensor platform in the 0016 dataset was static. The sensor was fixed at the
road junction in the campus, where there was a large number of pedestrians. The scenario is shown in
Figure 4b. Since these two datasets did not provide pedestrian ground truth, we manually labeled the
position of each pedestrian. The 0047 dataset contained 31 frames of point clouds and a total of 118
pedestrians. The 0016 dataset contained 186 frames of point clouds and a total of 2174 pedestrians in
the scenario.
Three experiments were implemented in the paper. The size of grid filtering l grid was set to
0.2 m. Since the segmentation in Hierarchical segmentation is a rough selection process for candidate
pedestrians, ε was set to 20. Thresholds in grid filtering ηn and pedestrian clustering η ped , ηc were set
to 4 and 0.8 m and 0.4 m, respectively, considering the distribution of the point clouds and the size of
the pedestrians.

(a)

(b)
Figure 4. Scenario optical images: (a) 0047 and (b) 0016 dataset.

3.1. Clustering
In this section, some areas in the 0016 dataset were utilized to verify the efficiency of the proposed
clustering based on KDE. The areas were close to the Lidar. The point clouds were relatively dense
and many pedestrians gathered in these areas. In the original point-cloud coordinate system, the x and
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y range of the selected areas were at x ∈ [0, 20] (m) and y ∈ [−7, 13] (m), respectively. Since there was
no ground truth provided, the clustering results are qualitatively described.
Figure 5 shows the clustering results selected every 10 frames. The first column represents the
original point clouds. The second column shows the RBNN clustering results, in which the radius
of the sphere was set to 0.5 m. The third column is the results of the proposed KDE clustering.
Only the extracted candidate-pedestrian clusters are shown in the results. In Figure 5, different types
of point-cloud clusters are represented by different colors.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

(g)

(h)

(i)

(j)

(k)

(l)

Figure 5. Clustering results. Images in the first column are the original point clouds. Results in the
second column are clustering with radially bounded nearest neighbor (RBNN). The results in the third
column are the clustering with kernel density estimation (KDE). (a) Original point clouds (Frame 1);
(b) RBNN (Frame 1); (c) KDE (Frame 1); (d) original point clouds (Frame 11); (e) RBNN (Frame 11);
(f) KDE (Frame 11); (g) original point clouds (Frame 21); (h) RBNN (Frame 21); (i) KDE (Frame 21);
(j) original point clouds (Frame 31); (k) RBNN (Frame 31); (l) KDE (Frame 31).

As shown in Figure 5, the clustering results of the proposed KDE method are more accurate for
the clustering of gathering pedestrians. In the black box 1 in Figure 5b,c, there are four pedestrians
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in total. With the RBNN algorithm, there are three pedestrians among them are undersegmented (in
orange points). While the KDE-based clustering method could segment the four gathering pedestrians
well. The similar results are shown in box 2. With KDE-based clustering, the two pedestrians are
segmented well. However, it is worth noting that if the pedestrians stood within a close distance
and there was occlusion in the scenario, neither algorithm could accurately segment the pedestrians,
as shown in the black box of Figure 5e,f. Therefore, it can be seen that pedestrian size is small and at the
same time occlusion often happens in the environment, which causes many difficulties for subsequent
pedestrian detection.
3.2. Template Matching
The density of Lidar point clouds decreases with the increase of distance due to Lidar’s scanning
characteristics. In real scenarios, pedestrians may encounter occlusion, which leads to the reduction of
returned point clouds. Figure 6 shows the projection image of pedestrians with different numbers of
point clouds and their cosine similarities with the template. The pedestrians are extracted in different
positions based on the ground truth. Some pedestrians that are occluded by obstacles are split into
multiple small areas, like Figure 6b,d,e. As shown in Figure 6, with the number of point clouds
increasing, the contour of pedestrians is gradually completed and similarity is also higher. When a
pedestrian is occluded, as shown in Figure 6b,d,e, occlusion causes the contour to be missing and
reduces similarity between pedestrian and template.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

(g)

(h)

(i)

(j)

Figure 6. Projection image with different number of point clouds. Numbers in parentheses indicate
cosine similarities. (a) Five points (0.36); (b) 10 points (0.38); (c) 15 points (0.46); (d) 22 points (0.49);
(e) 26 points (0.53); (f) 30 points (0.54); (g) 35 points (0.58); (h) 40 points (0.59); (i) 43 points (0.61);
(j) 49 points (0.62).
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Figure 7 shows the statistical relationship between the number of point clouds and cosine
similarity. Each red point in Figure 7a represents a test sample. Figure 7b shows a curve of the similarity
variation trend with the number of point clouds. The x-coordinate of the curve is quantization value X
of number of point clouds x using Equation (14), in which s is the quantization unit. For pedestrians
that are quantized to the same value, similarity is calculated by their mean value. It is assumed that
the samples are denoted by ( X, Y ), in which X = x1 , ..., xn represents the set of point clouds numbers,
Y = y1 , ..., yn represents the set of cosine similarities between the samples and the template. Then X is
quantified to X with Equation (14) and the cosine similarities of the obtained same quantified X are
averaged to Y. Figure 7b shows the relationship of (X , Y ). As can be seen from Figure 7, similarity
gradually increases with the increase of number of point clouds.

X =

lxm
s

×s

(14)

0.8

0.8

0.6

0.6

Cosine similarity

Cosine similarity

Figure 8 shows similarity variation with pedestrian distance. Figure 8a shows the similarity and
pedestrian distance of each test sample. Figure 8b shows the curve of similarity and quantized distance,
which is obtained by using the same quantified process as Figure 7b. Similarity gradually decreases
with the increase of distance. In summary, it can be seen that a template-based detection method can
obtain good matching results at close distance with dense point clouds.
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Figure 7. Relationship between number of point clouds and cosine similarity. (a) Relationship between
number of point clouds and similarity for each sample. (b) Statistical curve of relationship between
quantized number of point clouds and average similarity.
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Figure 8. Relationship between pedestrian distance and cosine similarity. (a) Relationship between
distance and similarity for each sample. (b) Statistical curve of relationship between quantized distance
and average similarity.
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3.3. Pedestrian Detection
The pedestrian-detection method in Reference [18] and single template matching with RBNN
(STM-RBNN) were utilized to compare detection efficiency. A receiver operating characteristic (ROC)
curve was adopted to evaluate pedestrian-detection performance with detection rate and false-alarm
number. The calculation of the detection rate is in Equation (15).
RD =

NP
,
NPA

(15)

where NP denotes the number of detected pedestrians and NPA represents the total number of
pedestrians in the scenarios.
Figure 9 shows the ROC curve of pedestrian detection in the range of 50 m. The black solid
line shows the performance of the STM-KDE algorithm. The blue dash-and-dotted line shows the
performance of the STM-RBNN algorithm. The red dotted line is the results of Gidel’s method
based on KDE. It can be seen that, under the same false-alarm number, the detection rate of the two
STM-based methods achieves better performance than the method based on KDE. The KDE-based
pedestrian-detection method models upright pedestrians as cylinders and regards objects with high
probability as candidate pedestrians. However, there are many objects that have a similar size to
pedestrians in the scenario, such as street signs and mailboxes. Figure 10 shows a detection example
of objects that may cause false alarms. Figure 10a is the optical image of the scenario. The object in
the blue circle is a street sign that has similar height to a pedestrian. Detection results are shown in
Figure 10b,c. The STM-based method can distinguish the object, while the KDE method detects it
as a pedestrian. In addition, a tree trunk in the bush was wrongly detected as a pedestrian with the
KDE-based method. Therefore, the KDE-based pedestrian-detection method is more suitable in simple
scenarios with fewer columnar targets.
0.7
0.6

Detection rate

0.5
0.4
0.3
0.2

STM-KDE
STM-RBNN
KDE-based method

0.1
0

0

200

400

600

800

1000

Number of false detection

Figure 9. Receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve in the range of 50 m.
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(a)
(b)

(c)

Figure 10. Detection results of objects that may cause false alarms. (a) Scenario optical image.
(b) Detection results with single template matching. (c) Detection result with the KDE-based method.

In Figure 9, it can also be concluded that the detection rate of the STM-RBNN algorithm is higher
than that of STM-KDE in the case of low false alarms. The reason is that RBNN clustering results for
most of the objects in the environment were good, though undersegmentation may occur when objects
are close to each other. In KDE clustering, some point clouds of walls and street signs in special angles
may be accumulated and extracted as candidate pedestrians, which produces false alarms. However,
with threshold decrease, the STM-KDE algorithm achieves a higher detection rate. The reason that
limits the detection rate with RBNN clustering is that there were many gathering pedestrians in the
scenario, which made them undersegmented with RBNN clustering and filtered them out.
According to the ROC curve, appropriate thresholds were selected to show the statistics of
pedestrian-detection results in different distances. Equations (16) and (17) were used to evaluate
detection performance, in which the precision P indicates the ratio of the number of correct detections
to the total number of detections and the recall R indicates the ratio of the number of correct detections
to the total number of targets.
TP
TP
P=
, R=
,
(16)
TP + FP
TP + FN
F1 =

2PR
,
P+R

(17)

where TP, number of true detections; FP, number of false alarms, FN, number of missing detections. F1
score is the harmonic average of precision P and recall R and it is a comprehensive measure of detection
results. Generally, the higher the F1 score is, the better the detection performance of the algorithm
KDE = 0.6. The cosine
is. The probability threshold in the KDE-based detection method was set to ηdet
ST = 0.6. Detection results
similarity thresholds in STM with RBNN and KDE clustering were set to ηdet
in the range of 15 m, 25 m and 50 m are listed in Tables 1–3, respectively.
Table 1. Pedestrian detection in the range of 15 m.
Algorithm

Datasets

Total
Number

Truely
Detected

False
Alarms

Precision

Recall

F1 Score

KDE-based method

0016
0047
Total

852
30
882

579
22
601

23
11
34

96.2%
66.7%
94.6%

68.0%
73.3%
68.1%

0.80
0.70
0.79

STM-RBNN

0016
0047
Total

852
30
882

427
29
456

77
10
87

84.7%
74.4%
84.0%

50.1%
96.7%
51.7%

0.63
0.84
0.64

STM-KDE

0016
0047
Total

852
30
882

629
28
657

34
14
48

94.9%
66.7%
93.2%

73.8%
93.3%
74.5%

0.83
0.78
0.83
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Table 2. Pedestrian detection in the range of 25 m.
Algorithm

Datasets

Total
Number

Truely
Detected

False
Alarms

Precision

Recall

F1 Score

KDE-based method

0016
0047
Total

1591
100
1691

890
90
980

27
33
60

97.1%
73.2%
94.2%

55.9%
90.0%
58.0%

0.71
0.81
0.72

STM-RBNN

0016
0047
Total

1591
100
1691

711
97
808

27
18
45

96.3%
84.3%
94.7%

44.7%
97.0%
47.8%

0.61
0.90
0.64

STM-KDE

0016
0047
Total

1591
100
1691

945
97
1042

38
23
61

96.1%
80.8%
94.4%

59.4%
97.0%
61.6%

0.73
0.88
0.75

Table 3. Pedestrian detection in the range of 50 m.
Algorithm

Datasets

Total
Number

Truely
Detected

False
Alarms

Precision

Recall

F1 Score

KDE-based method

0016
0047
Total

2174
118
2292

962
97
1059

1106
59
1165

46.5%
62.2%
47.6%

44.3%
82.2%
46.2%

0.45
0.71
0.47

STM-RBNN

0016
0047
Total

2174
118
2292

731
98
829

196
21
217

78.9%
82.4%
79.3%

33.6%
83.1%
36.2%

0.47
0.83
0.50

STM-KDE

0016
0047
Total

2174
118
2292

965
102
1067

313
26
339

75.5%
79.7%
75.9%

44.3%
86.4%
46.6%

0.56
0.83
0.58

As can be seen in Tables 1–3, as the distance of the Lidar and the objects increases, the F1 score of
the three detection algorithms decreases to different degrees, which shows that pedestrian-detection
efficiency has a decreasing trend. As distance increases, the number of point clouds returned by
the pedestrian decreases and the contour of pedestrian gradually blurs, which causes a lot of miss
alarms. At the same time, due to sparse point clouds in distant areas, the contour difference between
pedestrians and other columnar objects may be reduced, resulting in many false alarms.
In addition, as can be seen from the results, in the range of 25–50 m, the detection performance
of the KDE-based method obviously increases. The number of detections increases from 980 to 1059,
while the detection number of STM-KDE only increased from 1042 to 1067. From Figures 7 and 8, it can
be seen that cosine similarity decreases as the number of point clouds decreases, which makes detection
more difficult. In the 50 m range, the number of false alarms of the two STM-based algorithms was
217 and 339, respectively, while the false-alarm number of the KDE-based number was increased to
1165. Therefore, compared with the KDE-based algorithm, the STM-based algorithm has a significant
suppression effect on false alarms.
Since the moving speed of pedestrians is slow, and the safety of pedestrians who are closer to
vehicles is more threatened by vehicles, pedestrian detection in close areas is more significant for
environmental perception. Figure 11 shows the ROC curve in the range of 15 m. The KDE-based
method performs well in the case of low false alarms. However, it cannot distinguish between upright
pedestrians and columnar objects. The low detection threshold leads to a high detection rate but at the
same time brings many false alarms, which limits the improvement of the detection rate. It can be seen
from Figure 5 that RBNN clustering cannot accurately segment gathering pedestrians, so improvement
of the detection rate is also limited. The STM-KDE algorithm could solve the problem of point-cloud
segmentation and it has good detection performance for pedestrians in close distances.
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Figure 11. ROC curve in the range of 15 m.

3.4. Operation Time
All experiments in this work are implemented on a MacBook Pro with a 2.9 GHz Inter Core i5
CPU and 8 GB main memory. The MATLAB R2017b is employed to process the pedestrian detection
with KITTI datasets. The operation time in 0016 dataset is shown in Table 4. Each process is calculated
seprately. There are totally 31 frames of point clouds in 0016 dataset. The algorithm will detect a total
of 583 candidate pedestrians in the scenarios, from which the real pedestrians are finally determined.
Table 4. Operation time of the pedestrian detection.
Total
Time

Time/
Frame

Read Data

Preprocessing

Scan Layer
Mark

Cluster

Template
Match

Cluster
Number

Detection/
Cluster

28.4 s

916 ms

248 ms

1791 ms

242 ms

11231 ms

11831 ms

583

48 ms

As shown in Table 4, in the consumed 28.4 s, there are 248 ms to read the point clouds and 242 ms to
mark the layer index, which is caused due to processing the data in MATLAB platform. After removing
the consuming time of data reading and scan layer index marking, it takes an average of 48 ms to detect
one cluster. With the advanced hardware platform and parallel computing, the detection method can
get real-time performance.
4. Conclusions
In this paper, a pedestrian-detection algorithm based on STM-KDE was proposed. The experiment
results show that the proposed algorithm can cluster gathering pedestrians well and effectively
distinguish pedestrians from other columnar objects. The main contributions of the paper are listed
as follows.
First, considering the size of pedestrians and gathering characteristics, the candidate-pedestrian
clustering method based on hierarchical segmentation and multilayer fusion can solve the segmentation
problem of gathering pedestrians. The KDE-based method can distinguish between columnar objects
and other structural objects in the scenario and reduce the searching region of pedestrian detection.
Second, the proposed single template-matching pedestrian-detection method can distinguish
upright pedestrians from other columnar objects in the scenario. The contour feature matrix is
established by projecting the point clouds on the main plane and constructing a projection image.
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The proposed method applies the idea of template matching to pedestrian detection with point clouds,
which avoids model training with a large number of data.
Third, the proposed detection method does not improve the computation complexity on the basis
of improving the detection efficiency compared with existing detection method. With the advanced
hardware platform and parallel computing, the proposed detection will perform well in operation time.
The proposed algorithm still has the problem of a decrease in detection rate when point clouds
are sparse or occluded. In the future, point-cloud density enhancement and sensor fusion could be
applied to obtain more object information for better detection.
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